Examples of Racial Microaggressions
Theme
Alien in own land
When Asian Americans and Latino
Americans are assumed to be
foreign-born
Ascription of Intelligence
Assigning intelligence to a person of
color on the basis of their race.

Microaggression
“Where are you from?”
“Where were you born?”
“You speak good English.”
A person asking an Asian American
to teach them words in their native
language.
“You are a credit to your race.”
“You are so articulate.”
Asking an Asian person to help with a
Math or Science problem.

Color Blindness
Statements that indicate that a White
person does not want to
acknowledge race

“When I look at you, I don’t see
color.”
“America is a melting pot.”
“There is only one race, the human
race.”

Criminality – assumption of criminal
status
A person of color is presumed to be
dangerous, criminal, or deviant on
the basis of their race.

A White man or woman clutching
their purse or checking their wallet as
a Black or Latino approaches or
passes.
A store owner following a customer of
color around the store.
A White person waits to ride the next
elevator when a person of color is on
it.
“I’m not a racist. I have several Black
friends.”
“As a woman, I know what you go
through as a racial minority.”

Denial of individual racism
A statement made when Whites deny
their racial biases
Myth of meritocracy
Statements which assert that race
does not play a role in life successes

“I believe the most qualified person
should get the job.”
“Everyone can succeed in this
society, if they work hard enough.”

Pathologizing cultural values /
communication styles
The notion that the values and
communication styles of the
dominant / White culture are ideal

Asking a Black person: “Why do you
have to be so loud / animated? Just
calm down.”
To an Asian or Latino person: Why
are you so quiet? We want to know
what you think. Be more verbal.”
Speak up more.”
Dismissing an individual who brings
up race / culture in work / school
setting.

Message
You are not American
You are a foreigner

People of color are generally not as
intelligent as Whites.
It is unusual for someone of your
race to be intelligent.
All Asians are intelligent and good in
Math / Sciences.
Denying a person of color’s racial /
ethnic experiences.
Assimilate / acculturate to the
dominant culture.
Denying the individual as a racial /
cultural being.
You are a criminal.
You are going to steal / You are poor
/ You do not belong / You are
dangerous.

I am immune to races because I have
friends of color.
Your racial oppression is no different
than my gender oppression. I can’t
be a racist. I’m like you.
People of color are given extra unfair
benefits because of their race.
People of color are lazy and / or
incompetent and need to work
harder.
Assimilate to dominant culture.
Leave your cultural baggage outside.

Theme

Microaggression

Message

Second-class citizen
Occurs when a White person is given
preferential treatment as a consumer
over a person of color

Person of color mistaken for a
service worker
Having a taxi cab pass a person of
color and pick up a White passenger
Being ignored at a store counter as
attention is given to the White
customer behind you
“You people …”

Environmental microaggressions
Macro-level microaggressions, which
are more apparent on systemic and
environmental levels

A college or university with buildings
that are all names after White
heterosexual upper class males
Television shows and movies that
feature predominantly White people,
without representation of people of
color
Overcrowding of public schools in
communities of color
Overabundance of liquor stores in
communities of color
“Indian giver.”
“That’s so gay.”
“She welshed on the bet.”
“I jewed him down.”
“That’s so White of you.”
“You people …”
“We got gypped.”
Imitating accents or dialects
Others?

People of color are servants to
Whites. They couldn’t possibly
occupy high-status positions.
You are likely to cause trouble and /
or travel to a dangerous
neighborhood.
Whites are more valued customers
than people of color
You don’t belong. You are a lesser
being.
You don’t belong / You won’t
succeed here. There is only so far
you can go.
You are an outsider / You don’t exist.
People of color don’t / shouldn’t value
education.
People of color are deviant.

How to offend without really trying

Adapted from:
Wing, Capodilupo, Torino, Bucceri, Holder, Nadal, Esquilin (2007). Racial Microaggressions in Everyday Life: Implications for Clinical Practice.
American Psychologist, 62, 4, 271-286

RESPONDING TO MICROAGGRESSIONS AND BIAS
(Can be used alone or in combination)
 RESTATE OR PARAPHRASE.
“I think I heard you saying____________ (paraphrase their comments). Is that correct?”
 ASK FOR CLARIFICATION OR MORE INFORMATION.
“Could you say more about what you mean by that?”
“How have you come to think that?”
 ACKNOWLEDGE THE FEELINGS BEHIND THE STATEMENT. Express empathy and compassion.
“It sounds like you’re really frustrated/nervous/angry……..”
“I can understand that you’re upset when you feel disrespected.”
 SEPARATE INTENT FROM IMPACT.
“I know you didn’t realize this, but when you __________ (comment/behavior), it was
hurtful/offensive because___________. Instead you could___________ (different language or
behavior.)”
 SHARE YOUR OWN PROCESS.
“I noticed that you ___________ (comment/behavior). I used to do/say that too, but then I
learned____________.”
 EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS.
“When you _____________ (comment/behavior), I felt ____________ (feeling) and I would like you
to________________.”
 CHALLENGE THE STEREOTYPE. Give information, share your own experience and/or offer
alternative perspectives.
“Actually, in my experience__________________.”
“I think that’s a stereotype. I’ve learned that___________________.”
“Another way to look at it is _________________.”
 APPEAL TO VALUES AND PRINCIPLES.
“I know you really care about _________. Acting in this way really undermines those intentions.”

 PROMOTE EMPATHY. Ask how they would feel if someone said something like that about their
group, or their friend/partner/child.
“I know you don’t like the stereotypes about ______ (their group), how do you think he feels when
he hears those things about his group?”
“How would you feel if someone said that about/did that to your sister or girlfriend?”
 TELL THEM THEY’RE TOO SMART OR TOO GOOD TO SAY THINGS LIKE THAT.
“Come on. You’re too smart to say something so ignorant/offensive.”
 PRETEND YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND. As people try to explain their comments, they often realize
how silly they sound.
“I don’t get it…….”
“Why is that funny?
 USE HUMOR. Exaggerate comment, use gentle sarcasm.
“She plays like a girl?” You mean she plays like Serena Williams?” Or Mia Hamm?
 POINT OUT WHAT THEY HAVE IN COMMON WITH THE OTHER PERSON.
“I’m tired of hearing your Muslim jokes. Do you know he’s also studying ______
and likes to _________? You may want to talk with him about that. You actually have a lot in
common.”
 W.I.I.F.T. (What’s in it for them). Explain why diversity or that individual/group can be
helpful/valuable.
“I know you’re not comfortable with _____ but they can help us reach out to/better serve other
groups on campus/in the community.”
“In the real world, we are going to have to work with all sorts of people, so might as well learn how
to do it here.”
 REMIND THEM OF THE RULES OR POLICIES.
“That behavior is against our code of conduct and could really get you in trouble.”
Adapted from: Goodman, D. (2011). Promoting Diversity and Social Justice: Educating People from
Privileged Groups. New York: Routledge. Excerpt available at www.dianegoodman.com
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